
Our trip to France 

 

Hallo, we are going tell about our trip to France. We leave Ilulissat 31-

03-17 at 7:20am, we fly to Kangerlussuaq first. We are there 2-3 hours, after 

that we fly to Denmark and we fly 4 hours and some minutes. We sleep one 

night in Denmark and we sleep at the hotel. We wake up about 6:30am, we eat 

and go to the airport, we fly to France after that and we fly about 2 hours and 

some minutes. When we landed in France, we get our suitcases, and get picked 

by Rudolf and Sandrine. After that we went to the apartment and get to sleep. 

In France, we are in top of Eiffel tower. We are in caves, in the caves two 

students (Greenlandic students) get sick. We are in (Dijon) factory, and there 

they give us to mustard. We are in two different schools too. At school they 

show us the school and we work too. We are in winery, they show us how to 

make wine. We are in the old town. We are in the park in the woods. We have 

been in the bus almost all time. We have been in Dijon (big town), in Dijon, we 

are in a shopping center (Toison d’Or), there we shop, and a journalist come and 

photographer us, we buy many things. After the shopping, we drive bus back to 

the apartment, we are in the bus for some hours. We have been with the other 

French people too. We also hold a farewell party. That is the thing we 

remember what we have done in France. In Denmark, we have been in Tivoli, 

we have been in swimming hall too, we are in the shopping center (Fields). In 

Fields we buy not so much, that is the things we remember to do in Denmark. 

We are 19 people, 16 students and 3 teachers. We have been in Denmark about 

3-4 days, and we have been in France 9-10 days, we traveling in 12 days. 

Best trip and experience ever!!!!!!!!! 
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